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In a recent publication we presented a method to obtain highly resolved NMR spectra in the presence of an inhomogeneous $B_0$ field with the help of a matched rf gradient. If rf gradient pulses are combined with “ideal” 90 pulses to form inhomogeneous z rotation pulses, the line-broadening caused by the $B_0$ gradient can be refocused, while the full chemical shift information is maintained. This approach is of potential use for NMR spectroscopy in an inhomogeneous magnetic field produced by an “ex-situ” surface spectrometer. In this contribution, we extend this method towards two-dimensional spectroscopy with high resolution in one or both dimensions. Line narrowing in the indirect dimension can be achieved by two types of nutation echoes; thus leading to depth-sensitive NMR spectra with full chemical shift information. If the nutation echo in the indirect dimension is combined with a stroboscopic acquisition using inhomogeneous z-rotation pulses, highly resolved two-dimensional correlation spectra can be obtained in matched field gradients. Finally, we demonstrate that an INEPT coherence transfer from proton to carbon spins is possible in inhomogeneous $B_0$ fields. Thus, it is possible to obtain one-dimensional $^{13}$C NMR spectra with increased sensitivity and two-dimensional HETCOR spectra in the presence of $B_0$ gradients of 0.4 mT/cm. These schemes may be of some value for ex-situ NMR analysis of materials and biological systems.
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INTRODUCTION

The analytical information content of an NMR spectrum is related to the number of lines that can be distinguished for a given bandwidth and under given experimental conditions. Typically, the most useful spectral parameter is the chemical shift, so it is desirable to use a homogeneous external field in order to produce a high chemical shift resolution. However, for many applications, it would be convenient if a mobile magnet could be scanned over the surface of an otherwise unaccessible object or subject in order to obtain magnetic resonance information. Indeed, in the last decade, much effort has been put into the development of surface NMR spectrometers (1, 2) for applications like well logging (3), materials science (4) and biomedicine (5). The main drawback of such ex-situ NMR spectroscopy is the large inhomogeneity of the magnetic field produced by a surface scanner. The detection sensitivity can be enhanced by the use of Carr-Purcell echo trains (3, 6), which refocus not only the effect of the field inhomogeneity but also the chemical shift information. Therefore, the information content of ex-situ NMR spectroscopy has been limited to relaxation parameters (7) and multiquantum buildup curves (8) in order to discriminate between different material domains, whereas chemical shifts are typically not resolved in such „ex situ“ spectrometers. Recently, a research group used matched gradients of the magnetic field and rf-field in order to generate so-called nutation echoes and to apply them for localized NMR spectroscopy (9, 10).

In the past, various two-dimensional sequences for the elimination of line-broadening due to inhomogeneous magnetic fields have been developed (11-16) which are based on delayed acquisition (17) superimposed on coherence transfer echoes (18). Here, the indirect dimension yields highly resolved spectra, but it displays only the differences between the chemical shifts of the evolving coherences and the observed nuclei instead of the direct chemical shifts. The relative chemical shifts of the nuclei can therefore only be extracted
directly, if all nuclei are correlated to the same nucleus (16) or the the same multiquantum coherence (14, 15), conditions which are not easily fulfilled for most samples.

In a recent publication we presented an approach towards high resolution ex-situ NMR spectroscopy (19) that is based on nutation echoes (9, 10, 20) due to rf field gradients which are perpendicular to the static field $B_0$ and proportional to the static field gradient. For sample regions where the static field and the rf field ($B_1$) gradient are matched, or where the effective rf gradient can be matched to the static field by appropriate composite pulses, the line-broadening caused by $B_0$ inhomogeneities can be refocused during the acquisition period by applying a train of rf gradient pulses (see below). These $B_1$ gradient pulses do not refocus the evolution of the magnetization under the effect of intrinsic fields due to chemical shift and indirect couplings, and thus the full spectroscopic information is recovered. In this contribution we extend this method towards depth sensitive NMR spectroscopy and highly resolved two-dimensional homo- and heteronuclear correlation spectroscopy using polarization transfer (INEPT).

**THEORY**

*Nutation echoes*

If the gradients of the static magnetic field, $G_0$, and the effective radiofrequency field, $G_1$, are parallel and their magnitudes are proportional, such that $G_1(r) = kG_0(r)$ over a certain region of the sample, a nutation echo can be produced by a single radiofrequency pulse: The rf gradient pulse spreads the magnetization in the $yz$-plane. During the following time interval $t$ the transverse component of the magnetization evolves under the influence of the magnetic field gradient $\Delta \omega_0(r)$, and the chemical shift, $\Omega$ (Eq. [1]).
If $\omega_1(r) = \omega_1(0) + k \cdot \Delta \omega_0(r)$ for a given volume element of the sample, $r$, a nutation echo is formed after a time $t = k \cdot \tau$ (Eq. [2]):

$$I_z \cdot \cos (\omega_1(0) t) - I_y \cdot \sin (\omega_1(0) t)$$

$$+ \frac{G_o}{\Omega} I_z \cdot \cos (\omega_1(0) t) - I_y \cdot \sin (\omega_1(0) t) \cdot [\cos (\Delta \omega_0(r) t) \cdot \cos (\Omega t) + \sin (\Delta \omega_0(r) t) \cdot \sin (\Omega t)] + [1]$$

$$+ I_x \cdot \sin (\omega_1(0) t) \cdot [\sin (\Delta \omega_0(r) t) \cdot \cos (\Omega t) - \cos (\Delta \omega_0(r) t) \cdot \sin (\Omega t)]$$

This nutation echo is related to the original Hahn echo (21) produced by two 90° pulses in an inhomogeneous magnetic field: At the beginning of the refocusing period, the magnetization is dephased in the $xz$-plane, and at the end of the refocusing period, half of the signal is recovered while the other half of the magnetization is dephased. However, assuming that the chemical shift evolution takes place only during the free evolution period and not during the rf pulse, this echo is, in contrast to the Hahn echo, modulated by the chemical shift, $\Omega$, in addition to an overall modulation frequency $\omega_1(0)/k$.

The complete nutation echo can be recovered, if the inhomogeneous rf pulse is followed by an ideal 90° pulse, which is phase shifted by 90° with respect to the rf gradient pulse. This pulse brings the defocused magnetization from the $yz$-plane into the $xy$-plane before the full signal is refocused. This nutation echo is comparable to a Hahn echo produced by the sequence 90-τ-180-τ, but, again, it is modulated by the chemical shift, $\Omega$, and an overall frequency modulation due to the rf-offset $\omega_1(0)/k$. 

$$I_z \cdot \cos \left( \Delta \omega_0 t + \omega_1(0) \frac{t}{k} \right)$$

$$+ 0.5 \cdot I_x \left[ \cos \left( \Omega t - \omega_1(0) \frac{t}{k} \right) - \cos \left( 2 \Delta \omega_0 (r) t + \Omega t + \omega_1(0) \frac{t}{k} \right) \right]$$

$$+ 0.5 \cdot I_y \left[ \sin \left( \Omega t - \omega_1(0) \frac{t}{k} \right) - \sin \left( 2 \Delta \omega_0 (r) t + \Omega t + \omega_1(0) \frac{t}{k} \right) \right]$$
\[
I_z \xrightarrow{(G_1)} I_z \cdot \cos(\omega_1(t)\tau) - I_y \cdot \sin(\omega_1(t)\tau) \xrightarrow{90^\circ} I_z \cdot \cos(\omega_1(t)\tau) - I_y \cdot \sin(\omega_1(t)\tau)
\]

\[
\xrightarrow{G_2 \Omega} I_z \cdot \{\left[\cos(\omega_1(t)\tau) \cdot \cos(\Delta\omega_0(r)t) + \sin(\omega_1(t)\tau) \cdot \sin(\Delta\omega_0(r)t)\right] \cdot \cos(\Omega t) +
\left[\sin(\omega_1(t)\tau) \cdot \cos(\Delta\omega_0(r)t) - \cos(\omega_1(t)\tau) \cdot \sin(\Delta\omega_0(r)t)\right] \cdot \sin(\Omega t)\} +
I_y \cdot \{\left[\cos(\omega_1(t)\tau) \cdot \sin(\Delta\omega_0(r)t) - \sin(\omega_1(t)\tau) \cdot \cos(\Delta\omega_0(r)t)\right] \cdot \cos(\Omega t) +
\left[\cos(\omega_1(t)\tau) \cdot \cos(\Delta\omega_0(r)t) + \sin(\omega_1(t)\tau) \cdot \sin(\Delta\omega_0(r)t)\right] \cdot \sin(\Omega t)\}
\]

\[
\xrightarrow{t \cdot k^2} I_z \cdot \cos(\Omega t - \omega_1(0)\frac{t}{k}) + I_y \cdot \sin(\Omega t - \omega_1(0)\frac{t}{k})
\]

This sequence yields a higher signal to noise ratio; however, it requires an ideal 90° pulse around the same rotation axis for all spins throughout the detected sample region, regardless of the rf field strength. Such 90° rotations can be implemented with constant rotation B_1 insensitive composite pulses.

**Pulse sequences**

Based on the concept of nutation echoes in the indirect dimension, a very simple pulse sequence, yielding a depth sensitive 2D NMR spectrum with high resolution in the indirect dimension, is suggested in Fig. 1a. It consists of one single rf gradient pulse the duration of which is incremented together with t_1 in such a way that the acquisition begins at the peak of the echo. Note that this pulse sequence is similar to the well-known two-dimensional nutation experiment (9, 22) with a delayed acquisition (17); such a sequence is also used in order to probe the matching of the field gradients, if the acquisition starts immediately after the rf gradient pulse. Fig. 1b displays a variation of this pulse sequence, which uses a constant rotation composite 90° pulse after the rf gradient and therefore leads to a recovery of the complete signal.
In Figs 1c and 1d, two versions of stroboscopic refocusing pulse sequences are depicted. These sequences exploit full nutation echoes, induced by the composite z rotation pulses $(90^\circ,\gamma,\beta(r),-90^\circ,y)$, where the $90^\circ$ pulses are accomplished by constant rotation composite pulses. In each case, each point of the FID is acquired stroboscopically in synchronism with such a nutation echo (19), and a homogeneous spectrum with chemical shift information can be obtained in the direct dimension. If the refocusing in the indirect dimension is combined with a coherence transfer superimposed on the nutation echo and stroboscopic acquisition, a two-dimensional correlation spectrum can be obtained. If the coherence is transferred between nuclei of the same type, as in Fig. 1e, a refocused COSY spectrum is obtained, as described previously (19).

The refocusing sequences can be successfully extended to one- and two-dimensional $^{13}$C NMR spectroscopy. In order to increase the sensitivity, direct acquisition of $^{13}$C signals was combined with an INEPT transfer (23) from proton to carbon spins (Fig. 2a) with constant rotation composite $90^\circ$ and $180^\circ$ pulses on both channels. After the first excitation pulse on the protons, the density matrix contains pure antiphase coherence $2I_{z}S_{z}$ at the end of the time interval $1/2J$; chemical shift and $B_0$ inhomogeneities are refocused by the simultaneous $180^\circ$ pulses on both nuclei in the middle of this interval. The coherence transfer from $^1$H to $^{13}$C is performed by applying one $90^\circ$ pulse to the $^1$H spins which transforms the antiphase coherence into longitudinal two spin order $2I_{z}S_{z}$, an inhomogeneous rf pulse of length $\tau$ on the carbon channel, which dephases the carbon magnetization in the yz-plane. The second $90^\circ$ pulse brings the dephased antiphase magnetization $2I_{x}S_{\gamma}\cos(\omega_1(r)\tau)-2I_{x}S_{\gamma}\cos(\omega_1(r)\tau)$ into the xy-plane. The dephasing in the yz-plane refocuses under the influence of the matched $B_0$ gradient, such that a nutation echo according to Eq. [3] is formed at the end of the dwell time $t_{dw}$, provided that the duration of the inhomogeneous rf pulse is adjusted to $t_{dw}$ such that
\[ t_{dw} = k \cdot \tau', \] when the first point of the FID is acquired. Stroboscopic acquisition with a pulse train consisting of inhomogeneous rf pulses of duration \( \tau \) placed between two composite \( 90^\circ \) pulses yields an FID which is modulated by the chemical shifts and indirect couplings, as described previously for protons. As the density operator contains pure antiphase coherence at the beginning of the stroboscopic acquisition, the resulting spectrum yields antiphase multiplets that depend on the proton multiplicity (23).

Figure 2

If the INEPT transfer is combined with a \(^1\)H nutation echo in the indirect dimension and followed by stroboscopic acquisition on \(^{13}\)C, a \(^1\)H,\(^{13}\)C HETCOR spectrum (24) with high resolution in both dimensions can be obtained in the presence of matched \( B_1 \) and \( B_0 \)-gradients. A detailed HETCOR sequence with heteronuclear decoupling in the indirect dimension is shown in Fig. 2b: At the center of the free evolution period \( t_1 \) a homogeneous \( 180^\circ \) pulse on the carbon spins is applied in order to achieve heteronuclear decoupling in the indirect dimension. In the subsequent time delay, \( 1/(2J) \), during which the antiphase magnetization evolves, field inhomogeneities as well as chemical shift evolution are refocused by a synchronous \( 180^\circ \) pulse on both channels. The coherence transfer, is accomplished by a homogeneous \( 90^\circ \) pulse on the protons and one homogeneous \( 90^\circ \) pulse on the carbon spins, preceded by an rf gradient-pulse which defocuses the S magnetization in the \( yz \)-plane prior to the stroboscopic acquisition.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

All experiments were carried out in a Nalorac super-widebore imaging magnet using a Varian/Chemagnetics Infinity spectrometer operating at 179.12 MHz and 45.042 MHz for \(^1\)H
and $^{13}$C, respectively, and a home-built imaging probehead with three perpendicular gradient coils. A brief survey of the experimental setup is given in Ref. (19). In order to emulate ex-situ conditions inside the magnet bore, we produced a static field gradient by applying current to the x-gradient coils of the probehead. The sample was placed outside of the solenoidal rf coil, where a constant rf gradient prevails. An approximation to ideal 90° pulses was accomplished with the constant-rotation composite pulse $(2\gamma \gamma)_{97.2}(4\gamma \gamma)_{291.5}(2\gamma \gamma)_{97.2}(\gamma \gamma)_0$, whereas that for 180° pulses was achieved by the composite pulses $(2\gamma \gamma)_{104.5}(4\gamma \gamma)_{313.4}(2\gamma \gamma)_{104.5}(2\gamma \gamma)_0$ (25).

Nominal 90° pulse lengths for the composite-pulses were optimized to give the maximum signal intensity after one single rf pulse; typical 90° times ranged between 9 and 17 μs for both $^{13}$C, and $^1$H. The lengths of the inhomogeneous β pulses for the stroboscopic acquisition were optimized to the narrowest line width for a given dwell time.

Depth-sensitive spectra were recorded with acquisition directly after the gradient pulses; a shearing transformation on top of the echo was subsequently applied. The ratio between $t_1$ and $\tau$, the length of the inhomogeneous rf pulse on the proton channel prior to $t_1$ in the HETCOR experiment was determined by recording a two-dimensional nutation spectrum according to pulse sequence 1a. In order to correct for the frequency-offset $\omega_1(0)/k$, spectra were referenced to one signal with known chemical shift in the highly resolved dimension.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Figure 3

Fig. 3 displays two two-dimensional $^1$H NMR spectra of p-anisaldehyde, obtained in a magnetic field of 4.2 T with a constant gradient of 0.25 mT/cm perpendicular to the field
direction. The spectrum in Fig. 3a was obtained according to sequence 1a. The inhomogeneous rf-pulse was followed immediately by acquisition; the $t_1$ delay was introduced subsequently by a shearing transformation of the two-dimensional data matrix before the Fourier-transformation. In the indirect dimension four proton peaks in the ratio 3:2:2:1, corresponding to the methyl group, the two aromatic proton types and the aldehyde proton, respectively, are clearly resolved. The indirect dimension shows the inhomogeneous line broadening due to the $B_0$ field inhomogeneity; the intensity of the signal is proportional to the receptivity of the rf-coil. The spectrum in Fig. 3b was obtained with the same sample-setup, under identical conditions, according to the pulse-sequence of Fig. 1b. In the indirect dimension, the four signals are well resolved. The direct dimension displays a distortion, which can be ascribed to the non-uniform excitation profile of the composite-90°-pulse over the $B_0$ field.

Figure 4

In order to show its potential for use in spatially resolved NMR-spectroscopy, pulse sequence 1a was applied to the sample setup displayed in Fig. 4a: Two sample tubes, one filled with water, the other one with cyclohexane, were placed next to each other outside the rf coil. The $^1$H-NMR-spectrum in the absence of a $B_0$ gradient (Fig. 4b) displays two distinct peaks at 1.4 and 5.3 ppm for cyclohexane and water, respectively. In the presence of a $B_0$ gradient of 0.18 mT/cm, both peaks are broadened to a half width of 10 ppm and spatial encoding prevails over the chemical shift information (Fig. 4c). In Fig. 5, the two-dimensional spectrum, obtained with pulse sequence 1a, is shown. The spatial information in the direct dimension is correlated with the spectral information in the indirect dimension. Thus, a
chemical shift image (26) in one dimension can be obtained under ex-situ conditions with such a simple approach.

Figure 5

The heteronuclear pulse sequences of Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b were tested with a sample of ethanol in a tube of 10mm diameter, arranged as shown in Ref. (19). A static $B_0$ field gradient of 0.4 mT/cm was applied. Fig. 6a shows a single-pulse $^{13}$C-NMR-spectrum of a sample of ethanol located outside of the coil, in the inhomogeneous $B_0$-field. The total line-width due to the field gradient is 70 ppm, and the individual signals are not resolved. With the pulse-sequence of Fig. 2a a resolved INEPT-spectrum with one antiphase-triplet 1:0:-1 for the $^{13}$C-NMR-signal of the methylene group and one antiphase-quartet 1:1:-1:-1 of the methyl group of ethanol can be obtained as shown in Fig. 6b. Fig. 6c shows a refocused HETCOR-spectrum of ethanol, obtained under the same conditions with the pulse-sequence of Fig. 2b. Both signals are clearly resolved in both dimensions, and the full phase information in the $^{13}$C dimension is maintained.

Figure 6

**CONCLUSIONS**

We were able to extend the repertoire of nutation-echo based pulse sequences for the observation of resolved NMR-spectra in matched $B_0$ and rf field gradients towards high-resolution ex-situ 2D NMR. Two different types of nutation echoes in the indirect dimension were exploited for obtaining one-dimensional chemical shift images. The combination of an INEPT magnetization transfer step with a stroboscopic acquisition sequence produces
resolved heteronuclear NMR spectra. Finally, we described a HETCOR sequence, which yields heteronuclear correlations with high resolution in both dimensions. Although the experiments were performed inside the bore of a superconducting magnet with moderate field gradients, extensions of these pulse sequences may find application in external scanning spectrometers where they would be useful for ex-situ situations such as those existing in materials and biomedical application.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Nutation-echo based pulse sequences: ideal 90° pulses (approximated by constant-rotation composite pulses, see text) are depicted in black, inhomogeneous rf-pulses are depicted in white. (a) 2D-nutation echo sequence in the absence of a 90° pulse (b) 2D-nutation echo sequence with full signal recovery, (c) and (d) arrangements of inhomogeneous z-rotation composite pulses \((90^\circ_x)[\beta(r)](90^\circ_y)\) for stroboscopic acquisition of resolved spectra, (e) COSY-pulse sequence with refocusing \(B_1\) gradient pulses in both dimensions. The 90° pulse at the end of the inhomogeneous rf-pulse in the indirect dimension is optional for signal enhancement.

Fig. 2 Nutation-echo based heteronuclear pulse sequences: “ideal” 90° pulses and 180° pulses are depicted in black, inhomogeneous rf-pulses are depicted in white. (a) INEPT magnetization transfer step, followed by stroboscopic acquisition with a train of inhomogeneous z-rotation composite pulses \((90^\circ_x)[\beta(r)](90^\circ_y)\) on the \(^{13}\text{C}\)-channel. (b) HETCOR pulse sequence yielding spectra with high resolution in both dimensions. The 90° pulse at the end of the inhomogeneous rf-pulse in the indirect dimension is optional for signal enhancement.

Fig. 3 Two-dimensional spectra of p-anisaldehyde in a magnetic field gradient of 0.25 mT/cm obtained using the pulse-sequences displayed in Fig. 1a (a) and Fig. 1b (b). Both spectra were acquired with immediate detection after the pulse(s) and a shearing transformation corresponding to a ratio \(k=t_1/\tau=6.2\). The nominal 90° pulse length in (b) was 10 µs.

Fig. 4 (a) Sample setup with two tubes containing water and cyclohexane. (b) Homogeneous NMR-spectrum obtained after one single pulse of length 14 µs. (c)
Inhomogeneously broadened one-pulse spectrum in the presence of a constant gradient of 0.18 mT/cm.

**Fig. 5** Depth-sensitive \(^1\)H NMR-spectrum of the samples displayed in Fig. 5a, obtained with the pulse sequence of Fig. 1a in a field gradient of 0.18 mT/cm. The spectrum was acquired with immediate detection after the pulse and a shearing transformation corresponding to \(k=t_1/\tau=7.0\).

**Fig. 6** (a) Single pulse \(^{13}\)C NMR spectrum of ethanol-\(d1\) (sample arrangement as in Fig. 3) in a \(B_0\) field gradient of 0.4 mT/cm. (b) \(^{13}\)C NMR spectrum of ethanol-\(d1\) under the same conditions, obtained with pulse sequence of Fig. 2a. Nominal 90° pulse lengths were 9 \(\mu\)s and 11 \(\mu\)s for \(^1\)H and \(^{13}\)C, respectively, the \(\beta\)-pulse length was 8 \(\mu\)s at a dwell time of 200 \(\mu\)s, the delay \(1/(2J)\) was set to 3.6 ms. (c) HETCOR spectrum of ethanol-\(d1\) under the same conditions, obtained with the pulse-sequence of Fig. 2b. The ratio \(k\) between the length of the \(t_1\) time and the initial rf-pulse in the proton dimension was 4.1.
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